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This document details the full features and functionality of the Arcom Digital 
Unbundled Quiver.  Included is information on the various modes of operation and 
instruction on how to best connect to devices found within the HFC plant 
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Introduction 
The Unbundled Quiver is a hand held, state of the art CATV spectrum analyzer with 

CPD passive radar locator. Quiver’s primary purpose is to find sources of Common Path 
Distortion (CPD) within an HFC network. When connected to the network, Quiver 
displays the time distance to CPD sources. There is also the option available where the 
Quiver contains the actual network map which allows you to navigate to the potential 
impairment. The Unbundled Quiver differs from a standard Quiver in that it does not 
require a signal from the headend radar to perform CPD detection, it will operate 
independently. 

Quiver’s additional functions include: 
 Spectrum analyzer – operates as a return path spectrum analyzer and a 

downstream spectrum analyzer 
 The Navigator – the simplified network map loaded into the Quiver that will 

assist in navigating to impairments. 
 Analog signal leakage detector that works in full band allowing for high 

frequency leak identification 
 Quiver employs Xcor technology, which requires no dedicated forward or return 

bandwidth. 
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Quiver Functional Overview 
Quiver performs several functions that vary depending upon the operating mode 

you choose. Within each operating mode, various screens will appear in the Quiver 
display.  All the navigation buttons are located on the lower portion of the unit.  

Navigation Buttons 
Power ON/OFF: To turn the unit on, press for 3 second; to turn the unit off, press 

and hold for 3 seconds and select Power down option.  Select Standby for putting the 
meter into power saving state with fast launch. 

To wake up the unit from the 
Standby, press and hold the 
power button for 3 seconds. If 
you hold it too long, the unit will 
shut down. 

<ENTER>: Used to confirm 
changes and to enable some 
functions. 

Exit: press to exit the menu 
item, note some screens require 
pushing Back soft key instead. 

Cursors (arrow keys): Used 
for scrolling the screen and 
switching between functions. 

Right below the screen 
window are four function keys 
that are related to information 
displayed on the screen. 
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Inputs and Outputs 

Forward Signal Input: Connects to the forward test port at the amplifier or fiber 
node, or to one of the outputs of the QTP-20 Test Probe (used at any device that does 
not have a forward or return test port). 

 
Return Signal Input: Serves as an input 

while in either Spectrum Analyzer or CPD Radar 
mode. 

Battery charger input: Connector dedicated 
to charging the batteries using either the AC 
input charger which is supplied with the 
Quiver, or a car charger that can be purchased 
separately.  

Batteries 

The Quiver’s battery pack contains Li-Ion batteries. For safety reasons, only use the 
supplied battery charger and do not replace the battery pack with any other batteries. 

Startup 
To turn on the 

Quiver, push the 
Power ON/OFF 
button and hold for 
3 seconds. 

Once the unit is 
on, you will see the 
following product 
screen:  
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Demo Mode 
In order for a technician to become 

familiar with the Quiver’s operation, we 
recommend using the Demo Mode before 
choosing an operating mode. The Demo 
mode simulates all Quiver features.  From 
the Operation Modes, press the most right 
soft button located right below the screen to 
select <Demo Mode>. First you will see the 
request for confirmation to <Enter> the 
demo mode and then press <ENTER>: 

 
Once you have experimented with Quiver 

in demo mode, you are ready to set up the 
Quiver for operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Filtering of analog channels 
         

This section is very important!  In order for Quiver to detect CPD, only digital 
channel can be used as a radar probing signal.  Multiple forward analog channels that 
create intermodulation products within the 8-16MHz CPD monitoring window utilized 
by Quiver need to be filtered out.  The unbundled quiver ships with an internal filter 
that removes all channels below 280MHz.  If analog channels are higher in frequency 
than 280MHz, either the internal filter needs to be replaced at the factory with one 
custom suited for you channel lineup – or an external high pass filter needs to be used 
on the forward signal input when in radar mode.  These are supplied by Arcom at no 
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cost – please consult with your sales representative for assistance in selecting the 
proper filter. 

Quiver Set up 
         

Setting operation standards 

In order to operate properly in the forward spectrum 
analyzer and analog leak detector modes it is necessary to 
properly set the TV standard that is used by the cable 
plant. From the main Settings menu select Measure menu 
item and press <Enter>.  From the appearing menu select 
required standard using ^ and v cursor buttons then press 
<Enter> to confirm selection. 

 
 
 
 

Quiver Operating Modes 
Now you are ready to begin using the Quiver in one of its operating modes. From 

the Operation Modes screen you can get to one of the available operating modes: 
 
 CPD Radar Mode 
 Return Spectrum Analyzer 
 Forward Spectrum Analyzer 
 Analog leakage detector 
 Navigator (network map) 
 Use ^ or v to highlight the desired mode or hit the key that reflects the desired 

menu item and press <ENTER>. 
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CPD Radar Mode 
In CPD Radar Mode, Quiver performs its primary function – calculating the time 

distance to CPD sources located downstream of the network connection point. Quiver 
has the ability to see multiple CPD sources and display each one as a peak on its LCD 
screen. The user can view all the peaks in the CPD response, which are indicated by 
markers on the LCD screen. 

The radar is equipped with Max Noise Suppression function that helps in revealing 
the CPD peaks from higher than average noise floors or lower level CPD sources. 

The Navigator electronic map (Option) can receive the time delay value directly from 
the radar such there is no need to retype the data read by the marker. 
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CPD Radar Connection Diagrams 

In order to use CPD Radar Mode, you must establish proper connection to the 
network devices. The diagrams illustrate the proper CPD/leg Isolation setups to use for 
the various devices in the network. 

Node Connection 

 

                      Node Connection – Single Output Amp/Fiber Node 
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                           Node Connection – Isolation at Fiber Node 
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Amplifier Connection 

 

                         Node Connection – Isolation at Amplifier 
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Tap and Splitter Connection 

 

                  Tap and Splitter Connection – Isolation at Tap/Splitter 
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Using CPD Radar  

When you activate CPD Radar Mode from the Operation Modes (by hitting key 1 or 
highlighting with the cursor buttons and pressing <ENTER>), the following screen will 
appear: 

 

The Quiver is constantly scanning for CPD 
sources, and you will see slight changes on the 
screen as the scanning occurs. To stop the Quiver 
from scanning, you can press the Stop soft key which 
will be renamed into Run key. Press the Run soft key 
when you need it to resume scanning. 

 
The Quiver display 

defaults to the medium 
Delay Range of 0-25µs. 
If you want to change 
the delay range, open 
menu item Delay scale 
by hitting key 1 and 

pressing <Enter>. The dialog box will open where the 
following settings can be selected with ^ and v cursor 
keys.  Range can be selected as 0-5µs, 0-25 µs, or a maximum of 0-50 µs. 

       

  
 
 
                              

Delay Range 0 – 
50 µs and 0-5 µs 
is shown to the 
right. 
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It is important to note that the time delay span does not changing the instrument 

resolution of the CPD peak which remains constant. The benefit is that in smaller time 
delay window the scan is completed much faster than in the full time delay span saving 
time in the field. 

Selecting CPD detection filter bandwidth 

The return signal input filter bandwidth can be 
changed in order to reduce the influence of CW like 
carriers in the return path on the radar signal 
processing circuitry. If they are present within the 8-
16 MHz and elevate the noise floor on the radar 
screen the bandwidth of the radar input filter 
spectrum can be shift up to reduce their impact. That 
allows for selection of a more quiet frequency band 
where processed signals will create more clear CPD 
peaks. For changing the filter bandwidth set the BPF 
freq min. and BPF freq. max parameters by selecting 
menu items 2 or 3 accordingly and pressing 
<Enter>. The following dialog box will open: 

 
 

                                                                                     Filter band adjustment 
 

From the frequency list select desired value and press <Enter> to confirm. Then 
adjust the other end of the bandpass filter in the same fashion if necessary. It is 
important to remember that the more narrow the filter is set the lower the detected 
CPD peak will be and its peak will be slightly wider. 

Selecting noise suppression 

For further improvement of noise cancellation it is possible to select High Noise 
Suppression. In High Noise Suppression mode the radar processes a larger number of 
signal samples and creates a CPD response based on more information collected 
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during a longer time period. The user will see on the screen the noise floor decreasing 
after each scan while the CPD peak will remain at the same level. 

 
To select High Noise Suppression mode highlight menu item Noise Suppression 

with the cursor buttons or hit 4 on keypad and press <Enter>. 
Then in the appearing dialog box select High using the ^ or v cursor key and press 

<Enter> and the screen will look like shown on a picture below: 
 

      

Noise compression settings screen – <Enter>ing High suppression mode 
 
Please note that now a single scan through 

the full range of time delay for CPD signals may 
take long – up to 180 seconds. The expanding 
horizontal blue bar at the top of the screen is 
indicating the scan progress. If the CPD peak is 
well visible and identified, there is no reason to 
wait for the entire scan. To scan again once the 
first scan is over press Run soft key: 
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Using the CPD Marker Option 

Quiver automatically sets a marker at the maximum level in the CPD signal 
response. To move marker to a next or previous peak , use the  to highlight  menu 
item Marker or hit 5 on keypad and press <Enter> to open the dialog box then use the 
^ and v cursor keys select ‘<>’ item and press <Enter> to confirm: 

   
Then use < and > cursor keys to move the marker to the right or to the left of the 

scale. 
The actual time delay value of the marker position displays in the upper right 

corner of the screen. Once you have the time delay value of the marker position 
(maximum CPD), you will use it to search the system for candidate devices in the 
Quiver Navigator software or in the Navigator contained within Quiver if option 
installed. The distance to the CPD source is displayed right below the delay value.  

Please Note: This distance is calculated using averaged time delay for the cable and 
does not reflect the data on the system map; it provides an approximate distance in 
meters and feet. 

Using the Save Trace Option 
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The Trace option allows you to save screens into the Quiver’s memory. The traces 
then can be viewed on the Quiver screen or downloaded into the PC with help of Q-
Browser software. The Q-Browser also allows for uploading maps into the Navigator in 
the meter. 

 

Saving a Trace 

To save a Trace, simply press the Save soft key then respond Yes, and press 
<ENTER> to store into Quiver’s memory. When the save is complete, you will 
hear an audible signal when sound enabled. 

 

     

Recalling a Trace 

Saved Traces can be recalled and reviewed. To recall saved Traces from memory, 
press Trace soft key from the Operation modes screen. 
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                          Accessing saved traces 
Then highlight required screenshot type on the list, for CPD radar select 1.CPD 

radar or hit key 1 on the keypad and press <Enter> to open the records list. 
   
 

On the 
open records 
list select 
required 
record with the 
cursor keys ^ 
and v then 
press <Enter> 
to open the 
record. 
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Please Note: While viewing a recalled trace, the Marker option is NOT active. 

Clearing Traces 

Once you have resolved a CPD issue, you can clear the saved traces from memory. 
To delete the traces use Q-Browser and the mini USB port on the instrument. Refer to 
the Q-Browser manual for the feature description. 

Downloading Traces 

The traces can be downloaded with the Q-Browser and the mini USB port on the 
instrument. Refer to the Q-Browser manual for the feature description. 

   

   

Spectrum Analyzer Mode 
In this mode the Quiver operates as a high quality return and forward path 

spectrum analyzer, allowing technicians to check the signals without reaching for 
another meter. Spectrum Analyzer mode allows you to set the span by changing the 
start and stop frequencies, and includes a double Max Hold feature that is helpful in 
comparing spectrum shapes at two sides of a splitter or tap. 

Two spectrum analyzer modes are available. 

Return Spectrum Analyzer Mode 
To activate Return Spectrum Analyzer Mode go to the Operation Modes and use the 

cursor keys to highlight <Return SA>  or hit 4 on the keypad and press <ENTER>. 
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Choose Return Spectrum Analyzer Mode 
 
The instrument will turn on the return spectrum analyzer mode and display the 

parameter settings menu showing the lower part of the settings table. The first 
settings menu item that defines the spectrum analysis start frequency is hidden due to 
the screen size. 

To set up Start frequency, highlight the settings menu item <Min frequency> by 
using the cursor keys or hit 1 on the numerical keypad and press <Enter>. Then in the 
appearing dialog box type in required frequency using the numerical keypad and press 
OK soft key.  
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Select Min Frequency 
 
Should you make an error typing in the frequency, use Clear all soft key to clear the 

field and type the frequency again. 
To set up Stop frequency highlight the settings menu item <Max frequency> by 

using the cursor keys or hit 2 on the numerical keypad and press <Enter>. Then in the 
appearing dialog box type in required frequency using the numerical keypad and press 
OK soft key.  

Should you make an error typing in the frequency, use Clear all soft key to clear the 
field and type the frequency again. 
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Select Max Frequency 

LNA – low noise amplifier 

The analyzer has 20dB LNA that can be turned on 
when watching very low signals. Note: this is very 
easy to overload the input when the LNA is turned 
ON. Use it only when you are sure the unit is not 
overloaded by additional gain. To turn the LNA on 
press key 3 on the numerical keypad or highlight 
this menu item with the vertical cursor keys then 
press <Enter> to open the On/Off submenu: 

In the submenu, highlight required On or Off 
state with the vertical cursor keys and confirm 
selection with <Enter> button. The scale is 
automatically corrected to actual input gain. 

Always make sure the LNA is Off when watching 
normal level signals.  
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Reference level change 

The reference level can be changed to view signal details especially when the scale 
of 5dB/div is used.  The screen can show only five menu items at a time, so to access 
this setting it is necessary to scroll down to menu item 6 by using the down scroll 
cursor key or directly pushing number 6 on the numerical keypad: 

   
 
Then press <Enter> to open the reference level submenu. In the submenu highlight 

required value with the vertical cursor keys then press <Enter> to confirm selection.  

Scale change 

The signal level scale is set in default to 10dB/div. It can be changed to 5dB/div. 
The screen can show only five menu items at a time, So, to access this setting it is 
necessary to scroll down to menu item number seven or push 6 on the digital keypad. 
Then press <Enter> to open the Scale submenu: 
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The submenu offers two scale/ div settings: 10dB and 5dB. Highlight the desired 

one and press <Enter> to accept the change. After changing the scale to 5dB/div. it 
might be necessary to adjust the reference level as well. 

Markers 

The analyzer has two markers available. 
Additionally the instrument shows the difference in 
frequency and the level indicated by the two 
markers. That data is available on the upper part 
of the display as Delta value.  

To activate the marker, use the cursor keys or 
hit key 4 or 5 to highlight required <Marker> field 
and press <ENTER>. Then select desired marker 
mode using the ‘^ and v’ cursor keys.  

 
Four marker modes are available.  

 The default mode is Max which means 
the marker will be put atop of the max 
signal level frequency.  
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 The second marker mode is offering free selection of the frequency where 
the marker is positioned. When the second mode is selected the maker can 
be navigated with the ‘< and >’ cursor buttons. 

 The third mode allows for the direct frequency input and selecting with the 
numerical keypad where exactly the marker should be put. 

 The fourth mode is Marker OFF where the particular marker is deleted from 
the screen. 

   

Using Max Hold 

The Quiver has two Max Hold functions available.  The basic Max Hold operates as 
a typical spectrum analyzer feature.  Additionally the current Max Hold result can be 
stored on the screen temporarily and with the Hold function another signal source Max 
Hold can be compared with the previously stored on the same screen offering easy 
signal comparison.  This is very helpful in working with noise and impulse noise when 
fine details of the spectrum on the two sides of a splitter or tap need to be compared  

To activate Max Hold hit <Hold Max>  soft key. To deactivate Max Hold press 
<Max Hold Off> soft key:   
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Hold feature 

When the Max Hold is turned on, additional max 
hold function becomes available. It allows the 
current max hold pink line to be saved on the 
screen and the next signal Max Hold to be 
superimposed on the screen. Then a couple 
seconds later user can compare it on the same 
screen with the Max Hold of the signal at another 
leg of the plant. To turn it on, press the Hold soft 
key. Once activated, the first Max Hold line turns 
green and the next signals’ Max hold line will be 
pink.  This mode is very helpful for finding 
direction when ingress troubleshooting. 

Exit the Hold mode by pressing the Off soft key. 
To the right is a real example of Max Hold and 

Hold feature: 

Saving a Spectrum Analyzer Trace 

To save a Spectrum trace, use the <Save> soft 
key. Next, press the <Yes> soft key to confirm 
selection and the screenshot will be saved into the 
memory. The traces are available for downloading 
using the USB port and the Q-Browser software. 
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Forward signal spectrum analyzer 
The forward signal spectrum analyzer access is located in the Operation Modes 

screen. To activate the forward spectrum analyzer, when in the Operation mode, press 
3 key on the numerical keypad or highlight menu item 3 with the  cursor buttons then 
hit <Enter>. 

  
                    Spectrum analyzer start screen 
 
The screens will show a message asking for 

verifying connection and showing proper location 
of the forward signal input. If connections are 
properly done, press <Enter> to activate the 
spectrum analyzer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                 Spectrum analyzer active 
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Setting Frequency Band (Span) 
To set up Start and Stop frequencies highlight <Min 

frequency or Max frequency> by using cursor keys or hit the 
required menu item number on the numerical keypad. Hit 1 
to highlight start or hit 2 to highlight stop frequency menu 
item. Then press <Enter> and the frequency value input 
field will open. Then type in new start frequency value with 
the numerical keypad and press OK soft key to confirm 
selected value. The stop frequency of the span is set 
similarly. 
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Using Max Hold Option 
To activate Max Hold press the < Max Hold on > soft key. To deactivate <Max Hold off> press soft 

key:   

    
                                 Activated Max Hold Feature 

Markers 

The spectrum analyzer offers two markers. Each marker can be set to individual 
frequency. To activate marker highlight the required marker with the cursor buttons or 
press its’ number on the numerical keypad. 

Then press <Enter> button to open the marker options:  
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The marker options offer the following 
market types: 

 Max signal marker where the 
marker will be put automatically atop of the 
strongest peak 

 marker where the marker can 
be moved manually with the  horizontal 
cursor keys 

 Fixed frequency marked 
where the user types in with the numerical 
keypad the exact frequency which will be 
marked 

 Off where the marker is 
deactivated 

 To select required marker 
type, highlight it on the menu using the 
vertical cursor buttons and press <Enter> 
button. 
 

Saving a Spectrum Analyzer Trace 

To save a Spectrum trace, use the <Save> soft key. Next, press the <Yes> soft key 
to confirm selection and the screenshot will be saved into the memory. The traces are 
available for downloading using the USB port and the Q-Browser software. 

Recalling a Spectrum Trace 

To recall spectrum traces saved at memory use the Q-Browser software that can be 
downloaded from our FTP server and use the USB port on the quiver for downloading 
the screenshots. Then the traces can be viewed on any computer. They are save as 
JPEG files. To clear traces use the Q-Browser dedicated feature. 

Stop and Run feature 

The spectrum can have very dynamic behavior. In order to review signal in detail it 
might be helpful to stop the spectrum analysis and view quiet frozen signal where the 
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markers do not jump up and down. The spectrum analyzer screens offer the start/run 
function via the Stop/Run soft key: 

    
 

SLM function 

The Quiver spectrum analyzer is 
equipped with SLM functionality that 
allows for viewing the spectrum in 
simplified from where the channel 
signals are displayed as vertical bars. 
The SLM can be used as an easy and 
clear way to view tilt for example. 
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SLM Max Hold Option 

To activate Max Hold press the < Max Hold on > soft key. To deactivate <Max Hold 
off> press soft key same like in regular spectrum analyzer mode. 

 

SLM markers 

The SLM analyzer offers two markers. Each marker can be set to channel. To 
activate marker highlight the required marker with the cursor buttons or press its’ 
number on the numerical keypad. 

Then press <Enter> button to open the marker channel/frequency list. 
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In the frequency list select required channel/ frequency where the particular marker 

should be placed. The list can be shift in bulks by using the Page Up and Page Down 
soft keys. The selection between the single channels is done with the vertical cursor 
buttons. Once the required channel/frequency is highlighted, press <Enter> button to 
accept the new value. 

Tilt indication 

The tilt of the spectrum can be measured by setting markers 1 and 2 respectively 
on the required lower and upper channels. The delta value is displayed on the screen in 
dB. 

Saving and recalling the SLM trace 

To save a SLM trace, use the <Save> soft key. Next, press the <Yes> soft key to 
confirm selection and the screenshot will be saved into the memory. The traces are 
available for downloading using the USB port and the Q-Browser software. 
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Leakage Detector 
The Quiver is equipped with the wide band analog leakage detector. The leakage 

detection is possible at any analog TV signal carrier frequency within 55-883MHz. 
 
The most easy and effective way for finding the leakage sources is to use frequency 

range around 650 -750MHz. The antenna can be a simple piece of the coax cable with 
exposed required length of the c<Enter> conductor. 

 
To activate the leakage detector, attach the antenna to the left hand side input and 

select menu item five by highlighting it with the vertical cursor keys or push 5 on the 
numerical keypad. Then press <Enter> and the following screen will appear: 

 
 

    
After checking the connections press <Enter> again. 
The detector will start working. 

 
The next step is to select required channel frequency that will be used for 

detection. First select value input method between channel or direct frequency input. 
This is realized with the <Freq.> soft key. That key toggles between the <Freq.> and 
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<Chan.>.  Then press 1 on the numerical keypad. This action will open the frequency 
submenu. 

 

    
 
In the appearing channel list select the working channel and press <Enter> to 

confirm the new value. 
When the direct frequency input mode is 

used the submenu will open a field for 
where the required frequency can be input 
using the numerical keypad: 

 
After <Enter>ing the frequency, press 

<OK> soft button to confirm the new 
values. If a mistake in the Input is made, use 
<Clear all> soft key to clear the wrong value 
and retype the correct value.  

When changing frequencies, remember 
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that the antenna length need to be matching the ¼ wave length but doesn’t need to be 
matched precisely when the user needs temporarily to verify signal presence at roughly 
the desired  frequency. 

The leak is detected as the analog carrier frequency with associated VBI pulses 
harmonics that define the analog channel. The c<Enter> frequency doesn’t need to be 
exact and depends on the accuracy of the actual modulator at the headend. The 
frequency span that is used for scanning for the signal is adjustable via the General 
setting.  

Max Hold leak level 

This function helps in resolving the final location of the leak. The user can see on 
the screen what was the max level of the detected signal and return to the antenna 
position to judge about the source location. 

Turn on the Max Hold by pressing the <Max Hold> soft key: 
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Once the leaking signal reaches the detection threshold that is reflected on the 
screen by the dotted red horizontal line and the VBI pulses are identified the sound will 
sound (if enabled in the Settings/General settings). 

The green caption “Leakage detected – VBI confirmed” will display once the leak is 
fully identified. 

The leak level is shown on the spectrum screen and the vertical blue indicator bar. 
The marker is automatically set atop of the carrier peak and the level value is 

displayed in the upper right corner of the screen. 

Saving and recalling the leakage trace 

To save a leakage trace, use the <Save> soft key. Next, press the <Yes> soft key to 
confirm selection and the screenshot will be saved into the memory. The traces are 
available for downloading using the USB port and the Q-Browser software. 

Helpful hints for successful field work. 

Troubleshooting noise  

When troubleshooting noise, a technician should start at the node and check each 
leg using the CPD radar to see if it’s CPD causing the noise issue.  If the UB Quiver 
shows CPD, resolve that issue and see if the noise problem is resolved.  If there is no 
CPD present, use the UB Quiver’s return path spectrum analyzer to track and fix the 
noise using traditional methods. 

Measuring CPD at a DC or splitter 

When measuring CPD at a directional coupler or splitter it’s important to check both 
sides.  It’s possible for a high level CPD to be seen through the isolation of these 
devices.  Always go the direction with the larger spike. 

Measuring at an amplifier 

When stopping at an amplifier it’s good practice to start off putting your test 
jumpers on the forward in and return out test points.  This will give you the largest 
visible CPD spike and confirm you’re on the right track.  Once confirmed, move the 
return path jumper and test each return leg to isolate the direction of the CPD.   
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Tracking CPD 

When tracking a CPD impairment, it’s good practice to stop one span before the 
location of where you think the CPD is coming from and take one more CPD 
measurement.  This should verify that the CPD is one span away and provide certainty 
of the impairment location prior to potentially taking the plant down during 
impairment resolution.   

 


